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Abstract. Uhv direct current transmission has developed rapidly in China due to its unique advantages of large
capacity, long distance and high voltage. A series of researches have been carried out on the non-characteristic
harmonic current in the grid side of uhv dc transmission system. This paper is aimed at the analysis of noncharacteristic harmonics in the uhv direct current transmission system using a 12-pulse converter. Under ideal
operating conditions, the system has characteristic non - characteristic harmonics. However, the actual operation
condition of HVDC project is not ideal, so there are non-characteristic harmonics. The Simulink of MATLAB is used
to model a uhv dc power transmission system. Based on this model, dynamic simulation is carried out to analyze the
steady-state and dynamic characteristics of the system. Meanwhile, several common faults in the system are
simulated. The simulation result is the same as the actual phenomenon, which provides support for identification,
control and fault diagnosis of uhv ac/dc transmission system in the future.
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With the development of national economy and the
improvement of people's living standards, electric power
and electronic products are widely used in the field of
industrial control. These power electronic devices make
the problem of harmonic pollution in power system more
and more serious[1-3]. Therefore, the analysis and
management of harmonic problem has become an
important issue in the field of power system[4].
For uhv direct current transmission system, the
important link is the commutation link and inverter link
of the converter station[5-6]. Therefore, through a typical
double-bridge rectifier station, the current characteristics
of the uhv dc system were analyzed when operating
under the working condition 4-5[7]. The both sides of the
converter transformer Y/Y type coupling current and Y/Δ
type connection of valve side current for i A1 (type 1), Y/Δ
net side current is group (2).
The series expansion formula of iA1 is:
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The series expansion of iA2 is as follows:
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From equations 1 and 2, the expression of a-phase
current is the sum of the above two terms:
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2 Non-characteristic Harmonic Analysis
of Uhv Direct Current Transmission
This paper is aimed at the analysis of non-characteristic
harmonics in the uhv direct current transmission system
using a 12-pulse converter. Under ideal operating
conditions, the system has characteristic non characteristic harmonics. But the actual operation
condition of HVDC project is not possible [8-10].
The non-characteristic harmonic is defined as follows:
"non-characteristic harmonic" is the component of the
sine wave of a periodic electric quantity, whose
frequency is integral multiple of the fundamental wave
frequency. The sinusoidal voltage expression is as
follows.
(3)
u(t )  2u sin( wt   )
Where, u is the effective value of voltage. wt is the angular
frequency,   2f  2 T ,  is the initial Angle. When the
circuit is a non-sinusoidal circuit, a sinusoidal voltage is applied
to the circuit. In general, the Fourier decomposition expansion
of the non-sinusoidal voltage u (wt) of the period   2  is:


u ( wt )  a0   an cos(nwt)  bn cos(nwt)

(4)
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u ( wt )   cn sin( nwt   n )

part is separated by combining the historical data of a
certain length, and the required reference signal is
calculated according to the principle of average current in
the three-phase.
The instantaneous reactive power theory of three-phase
circuit was first proposed by chimu taiwen in 1983.  , 
conversion: realize three phase instantaneous voltage, and
the current is transformed from static to rotating.
Orthogonal coordinate variables serve as the basis of
analysis. Suppose the instantaneous values of voltage and
current of each phase of three-phase circuit are
ea , eb , ec and ia , ib , ic respectively. Let's apply them to the

(5)
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In the expression, the wave whose number is integer and
larger than the fundamental wave is non-characteristic
harmonic. For example, if the frequency of the
fundamental wave is 50Hz in China, then the second noncharacteristic harmonic is 100hz, and the n-th noncharacteristic harmonic is 50nHz. If the fundamental
wave is larger than the fundamental wave but not
multiple of the fundamental wave, the wave between the
fundamental wave frequency and the characteristic
harmonic frequency is called inter-non-characteristic
harmonic. The frequency lower than the fundamental
frequency is called the sub-non - characteristic harmonics.
The components of non-fundamental frequency multiples
are called fractional non-characteristic harmonics.
Voltage, frequency and waveform are the main indexes to
measure the power quality, and they will seriously affect
the operation of various electrical equipment and systems.
Therefore, the power quality should be guaranteed in the
normal operation system, so that the voltage, current and
waveform can be restored to the sine wave. Therefore, the
problem of non-characteristic harmonics and power
quality in non-linear systems has a direct impact on the
safe and economic operation of all kinds of power
equipment. And in a power supply system, the voltage (or
current) of the supply is always required to be sinusoidal.

(6)
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And

The    vector

ea , e and ia , i shown in figure 1
can synthesize the voltage vector e and current vector i ,
respectively:

e  ea  j  e  e e
i  ia  j  i  i i
e

,

i

is the modulus of e , i vector.

3.
Common
Methods
for
NonCharacteristic Harmonic Detection
The instantaneous reactive power theory of three-phase
circuit is proposed by Fryze, Quade and Akaji (Akaji et
al.), which has been extensively and deeply studied and
gradually improved. This theory breaks through the
traditional definition of power based on average value,
and systematically defines instantaneous power quantity
such as instantaneous reactive power and instantaneous
active power. Based on this theory, the real-time
detection method of harmonic and reactive current for
active power filter can be obtained.
The inspection method based on this theory plays a great
role in the development of active power filter and is the
most widely used method in APF. By calculating the
instantaneous power of the load, including the dc
component and the pulsating component, the pulsating

Figure 1. Voltage and current vectors in
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Three-phase instantaneous active power is:

p  e  i cos i  e   e  i p  e  i  ea  ia  e i (8)
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The instantaneous reactive power is
3
(18)
p  e  i  Em I m sin   
2
Let E  Em / 2, I m / 2 be the effective value of
phase voltage and phase current respectively, then:
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Three-phase instantaneous active power current is :

i p  i cos i  e  
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(10)
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It can be seen from the above that when the threephase voltage and current of the system are both positive
sequence fundamental wave voltage and current, the
instantaneous active power and reactive power calculated
according to the above definition are consistent with the
effective value calculation results of the usual three-phase
active power and reactive power. The calculation of
active and reactive power is defined on the basis of
instantaneous value, so it is called instantaneous active
power and instantaneous reactive power.

The three-phase instantaneous reactive power current is :

iq  i sin i  e  

ea ia  e i

And
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In matrix form
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4
Non-characteristic
Suppression Methods
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Harmonic

Due to the existence of impedance in the system, when
the ac side system of the converter station is injected with
non-characteristic harmonics, the system will produce the
voltage drop of each non-characteristic harmonics, which
will cause the distortion voltage superposition with the
sinusoidal wave, resulting in the generation of various
system hazards and the adverse impact on various
electrical equipment. The generation of non-characteristic
harmonic voltage current in dc side affects the
communication line around. In order to reduce the
damage caused by non-characteristic harmonic voltage
and current to the system and the environment, it needs to
be suppressed by some methods.
There are two ideas on the basis of non-characteristic
harmonic suppression: one is active suppression, that is,
the device itself is modified from the non-characteristic
harmonic source, so that the system no longer produces
non-characteristic harmonic or reduces non-characteristic
harmonic. Second, passive suppression, that is, the
installation of additional devices, ultimately make the
non-characteristic harmonics of the grid reduce or
disappear. Among them, the method of increasing the
phase number or the pulse number of the converter
device is active. Passive filter PF and active filter APF
are passive control measures.
Analysis before the characteristic harmonic frequency
of the uhv dc transmission, for single bridge inverter
pulse wave passing through Fourier analysis shows that
the ac when increasing the pulse number of 12 pulse
double bridge inverter, because it is a Yy joins six pulse
converter transformer and a Y type delta connection
combination of six pulse converter transformer, the
network side of the converter transformer has 30 of phase
three phase current. It can be clearly seen that the 5, 7
non-characteristic harmonics produced by the 6 pulse
converter are cancelled out. Based on this method, it can

Now, it is assumed that the system three-phase
voltage and current are all positive sequence fundamental
wave sinusoids, and the three-phase voltage and current
are set as:

The corresponding vector in the
system is:

(19)
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Instantaneous active power is
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inverter, and the dc side voltage becomes negative, sending the
energy of the circuit back to the ac system, causing the fault
current to be quickly extinguished at zero. When t=0.822s, the
trigger delay Angle is forced to cancel 1660. The dc side
voltage and current returned to normal after 0.5s.

also be verified that 11 and 13 equal-order noncharacteristic harmonics in the 24-pulse converter can be
offset, and the characteristic non-characteristic harmonics
are only left with 24k times of non-characteristic
harmonics. Therefore, the non-characteristic harmonic
suppression can be achieved by increasing the pulse
number of converter. The increase of pulse number can
reduce the features of the harmonic characteristics of the
components, so as to achieve the aim of inhibition of non
characteristic harmonic, for example, in the chemical
industry used in electrolytic six commonly used single
converter transformer pulse and 12 pulse two kinds, the
converter transformer stations more enterprises,
Suggestions according to the pulse number of converter
transformer, and the relationship between the phaseshifting Angle of 6 pulse and the combination of 12 pulse
converter transformer properly, in order to effectively
restrain the characteristic harmonic.6 Pulse-changing
rheological combination table and 12 Pulse-changing
rheological combination table were shown in Table1 and
Table 2.
The phase can be formed when 6 or 12 pulsating
converter transformers operate together in the manner
given above the oscillating converter transformer
operates to suppress non-characteristic harmonics.
At present, in the actual uhv direct current
transmission engineering, 12 pulsations are mostly used
in the converter, while 24. This is because the structure of
the corresponding converter composed of high pulsations
is relatively complex, the equipment manufacturing is
difficult, and the investment is relatively large. Compared
with using filtering device to suppress non-characteristic
harmonics, it cannot achieve economic effect.

6 Summary
This paper first summarizes and prospects the methods of
power harmonic detection and analysis at home and
abroad, and then explains the basic concept and
characteristic parameters of power harmonic. Additional
additional losses from increased transmission, supply and
use of electrical equipment; The influence on the scale
meter; Influence on the work and reliability of relay
protection and automatic device; The harm of harmonics
on the use and life of household electrical equipment is
discussed. The PSB of MATLAB and other toolkits (such
as Simulink) can be used to model and simulate the
dynamic characteristics of HVDC transmission system in
the transient process conveniently and accurately, and the
simulation time is short, which can display the changes of
various parameters in real time and facilitate the intuitive
analysis of system performance.
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Table 1. 6. Pulse-changing rheological combination table
Number of converter
transformer

2

3

4

5

6

8

Phase-shifting Angle

30°

20°

15°

12°

10°

7.5°

Minimum feature non feature harmonic frequency

11, 13

17, 19

23, 25

29, 31

35, 37

47, 49

Table 2. 12 Pulse-changing rheological combination table
Number of converter transformer

2

3

4

Phase-shifting Angle

15°

10°

7.5°

Minimum feature non - feature harmonic frequency

23, 25

35, 37

47, 49

Figure 2. Rectifying side correlation waveformw
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Figure 3. Correlation waveform of ac section

Figure 4. Dc side waveform of steady-state system 5.2 dc line fault
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